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Extendable 
Replacement Mirror
Installation Instructions
For CIPA Part #’s 70100, 70200, 70600, 70700, 80100

PARTS LIST TOOLS NEEDED

Driver’s Side Mirror

Passenger Side Mirror

10mm Nut
Installation Instructions
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Xtendable Trailer
Towing Mirror
Installation Instructions
For: All General Motors C/K Trucks1999-*

WARNING

Before you begin installing these mirrors,
please read all instructions and warnings
thoroughly.

These mirrors are designed to be used
only on the models listed on this page.

Read and follow, precisely, all installation
instructions provided when installing this
product. Failure to do so may result in a
poor fit and could place driver in a poten-
tially dangerous situation.

* Chevrolet Years Electric Right/Left Manual Right/Left
Silverado 1999- M30252/M30352 M30242/M30342
Suburban 2000- M30252/M30352 M30242/M30342
Tahoe 2000- M30252/M30352 M30242/M30342

GMC Years Electric Right/Left Manual Right/Left
Sierra 1999- M30252/M30352 M30242/M30342
Yukon XL 2000- M30252/M30352 M30242/M30342
Yukon 2000- M30252/M30352 M30242/M30342

Logo

PARTS LIST TOOLS NEEDED

Driver’s Side Mirror

Passenger Side Mirror

10mm Nut
Installation Instructions

Ratchet

10mm Deep Well Socket

Ratchet

10mm Deep Well Socket

* Chevrolet Years
Silverado 1999-2006
Suburban 2000-2006
Tahoe 2000-2006

GMC Years
Sierra 1999-2006
Yukon 2000-2006
Yukon Xl 2000-2006

WARNING
Manufacturer recommends this installation
be carried out by a professional installer or
your local dealership. PLEASE read ALL
INSTRUCTIONS and warnings carefully
before installing this product. These mirrors
are designed only for the vehicle listed on this
page. Ensure that the fitting instructions are
followed exactly, as failure to do so may result
in incorrect installation, or result in the driver,
passenger or vehicle being placed in a haz-
ardous condition, as well as voiding any war-
ranty, implied or otherwise.
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STEP ONE
Removing Trim Piece and Stuffer Gasket

Open the door and roll the window completely
down.

Start at the top edge of the corner door trim piece
and gently pull away and down from the door to
disengage the spring steel clips. Once disengaged,
pull the trim piece upward to disengage it from the
door trim panel.

Gently pull the gasket from door pocket .

Set both pieces aside to be reinstalled later.

STEP TWO
Disconnecting Electrical Connector –
Electric Mirrors Only

For manual mirror installation proceed to Step Three.

If you are installing an electric mirror, pull the wiring
harness out of the door to access the plug. Gently
pry the locking tab on the side of the plug and pull
the harness away. DO NOT allow the harness and
connector to fall into the door cavity.

STEP THREE
Removing Factory Mirror

While a second individual holds the factory mirror,
use a 10mm deep well socket to remove the the
three 10mm nuts inside the door. Make sure not to
drop loose 10mm nuts into door cavity. Slowly
remove factory mirror from door.

If the vehicle is equipped with an electrical harness
feed it through as the mirror is removed.

Note: Two people are required for proper installation of this product.

Remove Trim PieceRoll Window Down

Remove
Trim Piece

Remove
Gasket

Wiring
Harness

Remove
10mm Nuts

Area of Detail
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STEP FOUR
Installing Xtendable Trailer Tow Mirror

Clean any foreign material from sheet metal of door
exterior with a clean, soft cloth.

If you are installing an electric mirror, feed the wire
harness through the center hole in the door.

Slide the three studs on the mirror into the holes in
the door. While a second person holds the mirror in
place, thread a 10mm nut from the parts kit onto
each stud. Once the nuts are installed on each
stud, tighten them in an alternating pattern until
they are secure.

STEP FIVE
Reconnecting Electric Mirror

If installing an electric mirror, connect the wiring
harness to the plug in the door and slip the wiring
into the door cavity.

STEP SIX
Finishing Installation

Replace the gasket in the opening in the door and
reinstall the trim piece with the christmas tree fas-
tener.

View from Outside Vehicle

View from Inside Vehicle

Feed Wire Harness
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holes in door
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Wiring
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Gasket

STEP SEVEN

Repeat this installation procedure with the remain-
ing mirror on the other side of the vehicle.

This completes the installation of your Towing
Mirror.


